
1st dam


2nd dam

MAGICAL DASH, by First Down Dash. Unraced. Dam of 14 foals to race, 11 ROM, including—

DASH TO THE END SI 107 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). 2 wins in 4 starts to 3, $152,745, Kindergarten Futurity [G1]. ETR at Los Alamitos, 220y in 0:11.64. Dam of—Hawkish To The End SI 96. 6 wins to 4, $40,075. Temeku Hawk SI 99. 2 wins to 4, $17,657 in U.S. & Mexico.

MAGIC AND RHYTHM SI 103 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). 7 wins to 4, $116,545, Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], La Pacifica S., Oceanside S., 2nd Sgt Pepper Feature H. [G3], finalist in the Mildred N Vessels Memorial H. [G1], qualified to Los Alamitos Derby [G1]. Dam of—

MAGICAL JESS SI 96. 4 wins in 8 starts to 3, $421,650, Ruidoso Derby [G1], 2nd Desert Classic Futurity [R], 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile S., finalist in the All American Futurity [G1].

La Dulce Vita SI 86. 2 wins to 3, $12,298, 3rd Golden State Juvenile S. Chavela Magic SI 102. 4 wins to 4, $26,434. Dam of—

UNCLAIMED DIVIDEND SI 91. 5 wins to 5, $136,198, Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G3], A Ransom S., finalist in the Go Man Go H. [G1].

Magic Toshiko Magic SI 88. Winner to 3, $22,394.


Magical Rhythm SI 99 (g. by Red Hot Rhythm). 7 wins to 10, $51,950. Magical Latin Lover SI 97 (g. by EG Special Ways). 5 wins in 7 starts to 3, $48,194, qualified to Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

3rd dam

JETTY 276 SI 101, by Editorial Comment TB. Winner at 2. Half sister to RUN JET BUG 276 SI 96 ($27,281). Dam of 8 foals to race, 7 winners, including—

FAT ROYALTY SI 105 (Royal Evening Snow). 6 wins to 4, $45,750, Garden Grove Overnight S., 3rd Tres Seis S., finalist Sgt Pepper Feature H. [G3].


Cal-Bred.